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Description:  Single sheet, written in ink on one side, a few lines of pencil on the other.  

   Draft verse concerning guardianship of William Windham junior. 

 

Transcript:  To Windham’s Guardians Woodhouse late applyd 
   For what they could not grant & was deny’d - 

 At which his Rage [‘Heat’ written above] [deleted] grown hotter some 
degrees 

   Cry’d [‘out’ deleted, what can we Expect from Men like those 
   Are these fit Guardians for a Windham’s Heir 
   A [‘Fiddler’ deleted] Schoolmaster, a Fiddler &  Player? 

[‘What can you expect’ deleted in pencil and ‘Expect Sr Pepper Knight’ 
interlined] – be not so hot 
My good Sr Pepper [later struck through in pencil and ‘Armine’ written 
underneath], & I’ll tell you what – 
[Expect that night from Men to men is?’ deleted] 
Expect good manners, which you never knew 
Expect that[‘Justice which’ deleted] Equity to all is due, 
Which [Camden Given to Long  though not to you struck through]  
 Long received from Camden [‘had tho’ interlined in pencil] not 
from You 

 
Reverse  in pencil: 
   Expect, most purfect [sic] thought, be not to hot my good Sir Pepper’ 
 
   In pencil at bottom: ‘duplicate’ 

 
     
Notes:   A. Osborn, ‘Garrick papers’, pp. 149-50. 

Knapp 245; Other versions: Folger, autograph Y.d. 108; the text of Y.d.108 is reproduced in 

Sotheby’s Catalogue for 18-21 June 1928, Lot 277, p. 46. 

p. 150 ‘the lines are a reply to insulting comments from Sir Adrian Woodhouse about the calibre 

of William Windham Junior’s guardians, Garrick, Dr Thomas Dampier and Benjamin Stillingfleet 

(pp. 36-38 above). Garrick’s friend William Windham died in 1761. 

Camden: Charles Pratt (1714-94), first baron Camden (1765), later first Earl Camden (1786), of 

Camden Place in Kent, met Garrick in 1766. He was an MP and lawyer and famously defended 

the political radical John Wilkes. He was Lord Chancellor from 1766 to 1770. Boswell believed 
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Garrick to be very proud of his acquaintance with Camden. The two men often socialized 

together and corresponded about politics, books and theatre. Camden was a pall bearer at 

Garrick’s funeral and an executor of his will. 

William Windham (1717-1761): From Norfolk; a talented linguist, mathematician and 

draughtsman, he had interests in botany, fencing, military history, fiddling, mountaineering and 

philosophy as well as pugilism. I. McIntyre, Garrick (London: Allen Lane, 1999), 79. 

Robert W. Ketton-Cremer, Early Life and Diaries of William Windham (1930) 

Little and Kahrl, Letters, 28, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43, 44, 47, 48, 17, 138, 288, 665, 1295. 


